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1  Attach a stopper bead if needed. String 5 pairs of beads, 
alternating A and B colors. Row 1 is color A, Row 2 is  
color B. Note: in this lesson, odd rows are always color A 
(yellow) and even rows are color B (blue). String 2A; pass 
through 2B. String 2A; pass through 2B and the first 2A 
strung. This step-down sets you up to make the figure 
eight. String 2A (Fig. 1).


2  To make the figure-eight turn: Pass through 2B in Row 2 
and 2A in Row 1. Pass up and back through 2A in Row 3, 
2B in Row 2, and the first 2A strung in Row 1. Pass through 
the first 2A added in Row 3. String 2B (Fig. 2).


3   Remember that the twisty turn only happens on the tail 
side. Continue in peyote along the row, and work back 
without doing that twisty turn (Fig. 3).
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TIPS from Leslie  
•  Cylinder beads fit together very well in peyote 


stitch, but don’t let this stop you from trying 


other beads.


•  The twisty turn in odd-count peyote is only  


needed on the tail side of your work. When you 


reach the other side, simply string new beads  


and work back along the row.
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stop bead tail end
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stop bead tail end
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stop bead tail end


Step 3


Two-drop Odd-count Peyote
Any multidrop stitch goes faster than the norm! Two things to remember: string the correct 
number of beads per stitch, and pass through the correct number of beads per stitch. Think 
of each set—in this lesson, 2-drop—as a single bead per single stitch. 


BeAds: Two colors size 11° or size 8°


stopper bead at tail end





